This research overview and frequently asked questions (FAQ) will analyze rape used as a tactic of warfare and address the following issues:

- The characteristics of war rape, including rape as a tactic of warfare, which are distinct from those of rape outside of conflict;
- The classification of rape as a prohibited tactic of warfare under international humanitarian law;
- The lethality and injuries from war rape as compared with those from conventional weapons;
- Stigmatization as the key factor in ending states’ use of unlawful tactics and weapons; and
- Recommendations for state action to promote stigmatization to end rape as a tactic of warfare.

Today, conflicts around the globe are characterized by the use of rape as a tactic of warfare for military advantage (“strategic rape”). The features, modalities, and impact of war rape, including strategic rape, make it a phenomenon distinct from rape and sexual violence outside of conflict. The direct and indirect deaths of girls and women from war rape constitute a significant number of conflict deaths in today’s armed conflicts.

Women and girls surviving war rape suffer from long term or permanent alteration of their physical and mental functioning, often due to destruction of their sexual and reproductive organs. Furthermore, treatment protocols for the wounds to women and girls from war rape, including complex genital urinary trauma, have yet to be developed or incorporated in military field hospitals or surgical manuals for the war wounded.

The use of strategic rape constitutes a grave breach of international humanitarian law’s prohibition on the use of certain abhorrent weapons and tactics. This breach is separate and additional to any other crimes arising out of the same act. For example, individual perpetrators who use chemical weapons may be held accountable for a crime against humanity or genocide as well as for the war crime of using an unlawful weapon. Similarly, individuals using strategic rape may be held accountable for rape as a war crime, crime against humanity, or element of genocide, as well as for the use of an unlawful tactic of war.

However, securing justice for the use of and ending impunity for strategic rape, cannot, in and of itself, end the use of rape as a tactic of war; it is but one piece of the puzzle. This goal also requires states to...
normatively and practically respond to rape used as a tactic of war in the same way they respond to other unlawful weapons and tactics including landmines, chemical weapons, and starvation. This is because while the deterrence value of criminal prosecutions remains unproven or at least debatable,\(^3\) there is clear evidence that the stigmatization of branding a weapon or tactic unlawful deters its continued use.\(^4\)

In conflicts around the globe, rape is used systematically and ruthlessly in the almost certain knowledge that there will be no consequences for the perpetrators . . . The lead we set and the action we take therefore has the potential to save lives and change the course of events around the world; nothing less than that should be our ambition. As the international community, we curbed the development of nuclear weapons, heading off a once threatened and unstoppable wave of insecurity. We have binding Conventions against the use of torture and on the treatment of prisoners. We have outlawed the use of chemical weapons and imposed a global ban on cluster munitions . . . No country could tackle those vast problems alone, and we have shown that we can confront them together . . . Today we face another burning need to unite to improve the condition of humanity; together it is time to say that rape and sexual violence used as weapon of war is unacceptable, that we know it can be prevented and that we will act now to eradicate it, shouldering our responsibilities as national Governments, and collectively as the Security Council.

– William Hague, UK Foreign Secretary, 2013
Frequently Asked Questions about Strategic Rape

The following are commonly asked questions about the need to treat rape as an illegal tactic of war under international humanitarian law. This FAQ will use the terms “rape as a tactic” and “strategic rape” interchangeably.

1. When is rape in armed conflict considered a “weapon” or “tactic” of war?

Although the rape in armed conflict is not always used as a tactic of war, all rape in armed conflict is a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions. Rape described as a “weapon,” “tactic,” or “tool” of war, refers to strategic rape or mass rape aimed to further military objectives, such as destabilizing enemy forces or committing genocide. (See Question 2 below.)

Rape has always existed as part of war and has been condoned by military leaders. For example, approximately 2 million German women were raped, some of whom were Jewish concentration camp survivors, by the Russian army at the end of WWII as the “spoils of war.” Another example is the Civil War in Sierra Leone (1990-2002), where the Revolutionary United Front gang raped women as a form of group “socialization” or “bonding.” In these instances, rape was endemic, but was not used as a tactic or weapon to achieve military advantage or objectives.

2. Is rape really a tactic or weapon of warfare like other tactics or weapons regulated by international humanitarian law, e.g. landmines, chemical weapons, and the use of starvation?

Yes. The Security Council has found the use of rape as a tool or tactic of war constitutes a threat to international peace and security and that “women and girls are particularly targeted by the use of sexual violence, including as a tactic of war to humiliate, dominate, instill fear in, disperse and/or forcibly relocate civilians members of a community or ethnic group.” Both the United Nations and the ICRC have identified the features that must be present for rape to constitute a tactic or method of warfare:

The UN states:

“Sexual violence as a ‘tactic of war’ refers to acts of sexual violence that are linked with military/political objectives and that serve (or intend to serve) a strategic aim related to the conflict. This will rarely be reflected in overt orders, but may be evidenced by the fact that an armed group has a functioning chain of command and is able to restrain other offenses (like mutiny or desertion), while sexual violence is neither condemned nor punished by military hierarchy. It may also be apparent that sexual violence is in line with the overall objectives of the group.”
The ICRC states:

“In order for rape to be categorized as a method of warfare, several factors must be present, including the chain of command and systematic practice. In addition: the rape or sexual violence must be widespread; the acts of sexual violence must take place in a context of or target a population group in connection with an armed conflict; the acts must be committed under the responsibility of an authority and/or weapon bearers, even if they are not carried out as a result of an explicit order or command.”

3. What is the difference between a “weapon” and a “tactic” of warfare under International Humanitarian Law (IHL)?

There is no single definition of the terms “weapon” and “tactic” under IHL. The term weapon commonly refers to “a thing designed or used for inflicting bodily harm or physical damage” or “an offensive capability that can be applied to a military object or enemy combatant.” Under certain national laws, body parts used to kill or harm have been deemed to be a weapon. The term “tactic” generally refers to the ways in which a weapon is used; a weapon “cannot be examined in isolation from the way in which it is to be used. . . the method of warfare associated with it.” Some unlawful tactics, such as perfidy or attacks on civilians, accomplish their ultimate goals through the use of particular weapons. In the case of strategic rape, the underlying weapons used include rifles, sticks, knives or bullets, to penetrate the vagina or anus. The use of such weapons to accomplish rape is supported by the definition used by the International Criminal Court (ICC).

While strategic rape may more appropriately be labeled a “tactic” or “method” because it represents a mode of using a variety of weapons (including body parts, guns, sticks, etc.) to accomplish a certain type of attack on a person, it also shares characteristics with certain weapons. However, regardless of whether something is deemed a weapon or tactic, IHL requires that states use the same legal criteria to adjudge its legality.

4. What are some examples of rape used as a military tactic?

In the past 30 years alone, strategic rape has been wielded as a “weapon of choice” in armed conflicts worldwide including those in the Central African Republic, Côte d’Ivoire, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Mali, Myanmar, Nigeria, the Syrian Arab Republic, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan (Darfur), Yemen, and Zimbabwe. Select examples include:

- Rape is currently being used as a tactic in the Syrian civil war to terrorize and displace civilians. In fact, sexual violence, mainly rape, is consistently identified by Syrian women, men and community leaders “as a primary reason their families fled the country.”

- For decades, rape has been systematically used by the military in Burma in its campaign against ethnic minorities: to instill fear in the populace, humiliate and destroy communities, gain information about the strategy of ethnic armies, punish support for ethnic groups and even accomplish ethnic cleansing. Despite Burma’s civilian
government signing numerous peace agreements with ethnic groups in 2011 and 2012, the Burmese military has continued its human rights violations, including rapes, against ethnic women and children;22

- A series of military attacks against thirteen villages in Walikale territory in the Democratic Republic of Congo in July 2010 were characterized by mass rapes of women and children. The UN documented that militia commanders had explicitly ordered their troops to “carry out systematic rapes to demonstrate the coalition’s capacity to harm;”23

- In Rwanda, rape was used to accomplish genocide.24 Over the course of the one hundred day genocide, “rape was the rule and its absence the exception.”25 Around 277,120 of the estimated 337,120 Tutsi women raped, or 83%, were killed during or as a part of the rapes.26

- A court decision on the Guatemalan genocide, committed between 1981 and 1983, found that “the decision to rape the women was not just meant to treat them as spoils of war, but also to destroy the social fabric and to achieve the elimination of the [Maya] Ixil seed;”27

- In Nigeria, women and girls are subjected to rape as a tactic of war by both sides of the ongoing conflict between state and non-state forces. The Nigerian military has used rape and abductions as a counterinsurgency tactic.28 The terrorist group Boko Haram has kidnapped and raped women and girls29 and threatened to sell over 200 girls they recently abducted from a boarding school into sexual slavery.30

5. What are the distinct characteristics of war rape?

War rape is sui generis, with distinct characteristics rarely, if ever, seen outside of conflict. Defining features of war rape, including strategic rape, include:

- Rape is committed by multiple perpetrators: in some conflicts up to 90% of the rapes are gang rapes;31

- Rape that deliberately aims to destroy reproductive and sexual organs as a mode of killing or rendering victims infertile;32

- The routine use of objects, in addition to or instead of the penis, forced into the vagina or anus, including guns, knives, burning firewood, or broken glass. These objects are used to mutilate or to provide the extra kinetic force to kill by massive organ damage and hemorrhaging;33

- Rape that takes place in public to maximize its terrorizing effect, with family members forced to watch, or even participate in, the rapes;34
• Rape that focuses on girls: in some conflicts, up to 80% of rape victims are children, some as young as six months old. Rape of young girls is often lethal, and those who survive inevitably suffer irreparable damage.

• Rape that is used to deliberately infect “enemy” women with the HIV virus. In these cases, rape is being used as the means to transmit a biological weapon.

6. Is strategic rape currently a prohibited weapon or tactic of warfare under IHL or does there need to be a specific treaty prohibiting its use?

Strategic rape of civilians or combatants in armed conflict is unlawful in all circumstances under IHL. Weapons or tactics used in armed conflict do not have to be explicitly listed as prohibited in IHL treaties or elsewhere to be unlawful. Recognizing that a heinous new weapon or tactic could be developed at any time, IHL clearly states that even in the absence of any express prohibition, a weapon or tactic may still be unlawful under certain, well-developed IHL criteria. To enforce this core principle of IHL, all states have an “intransgressible” duty to ensure the lawfulness of any weapon or tactic they use or plan to use in armed conflict and to ensure that other states comply with these rules.

IHL criteria for adjudging the lawfulness of weapons and tactics were designed to be flexible to accommodate changes in patterns of warfare, the development of new weapons, and evolving public opinion. Strategic rape is unlawful under IHL criteria including:

- **Martens Clause:** This clause, first introduced in the 1899 Hague Convention and more recently reaffirmed in the 1977 Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, provides the baseline criteria for determining the illegality of any weapon or tactic not explicitly prohibited. The Martens Clause test for determining the legality of a weapon or tactic is whether its use violates (1) the “principles of humanity” or (2) the “dictates of public conscience” as evidenced by sources including draft rules, government declarations, and resolutions. These criteria were written in broad terms to accommodate changing methods of warfare and the evolving global norms which are increasingly intolerant of cruel and abhorrent weapons. Strategic rape is a textbook case of a tactic which violates the “dictates of public conscience,” as demonstrated by the long list of Security Council resolutions, UN reports and governmental declarations, including the UK’s 2013 Declaration of Commitment to End Sexual Violence in Conflict, condemning the use of rape as a weapon or tactic of war.

- **Prohibition on attacks against civilians and acts aimed at causing terror:** Attacks against civilians are never a legitimate military objective, and they constitute an unlawful tactic of warfare. Deliberate attacks on civilians, including those aimed at spreading terror, which result in “death or serious injury to body or health,” are grave breaches. Strategic rape directed at civilians is thus unlawful under this prohibition.

- **Superfluous injury and unnecessary suffering:** The prohibition on the use of
weapons or tactics that are of a “nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering” refers mainly to the effects on combatants \(^{45}\) of weapons or tactics that would otherwise be legal, but for certain features that go beyond the legitimate result of disabling combatants. For instance, bullets that are made in such a way as to explode in the body—“dum dum” bullets—are thought to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering. The injury assessments developed for this test reveal the distinct and abhorrent injuries from strategic rape that are on par with, if not worse than, those from other unlawful weapons and tactics. \(^{46}\)

In addition to the criteria outlined above that govern IHL’s weapons framework, adjudging exactly what tactics and weapons will be assessed for their legality is subject to the IHL prohibition on discrimination, including based on sex, which underlies the application and implementation of all of IHL. \(^{47}\) The fact that states recognize certain unlawful weapons and tactics, yet fail to recognize strategic rape, an equally destructive tactic that disproportionately targets women and girls, constitutes a violation of IHL’s prohibition on adverse distinction on the basis of sex.

7. **How do the IHL prohibitions on weapons and tactics cause states to change their behavior regarding the use of unlawful weapon and tactics?**

The act of classifying the use of a particular weapon or tactic as unlawful is the first step to stigmatizing its use: states do not like to be viewed by other states as having committed crimes. Merely declaring a weapon or tactic unlawful, however, is not sufficient to precipitate the norm change necessary to stop its use. What is also required is an analysis of the bodily injuries and deaths caused by a weapon or tactic (see question 8, below), which reveals its abhorrent nature and reinforces their stigmatization. Stigmatization has been shown, time and again, to deter the use of the targeted weapon or tactic.

For example, the use of mustard gas in World War I to kill or maim was addressed by a campaign to make the use of such chemical weapons unlawful, which emphasized not only the heinous impact on individuals of such weapons, but also the importance of putting legal protections in place to deter its use. The resulting 1925 Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare and the stigmatization attached to the use of such weapons successfully deterred its use in World War II, \(^{48}\) which was the first time that “a major weapon employed in one conflict was not carried forward to be used in a subsequent conflict.” \(^{49}\) More recently, in 2013, the stigma associated with chemical weapons led to global outrage and pressure directed against Syria’s President, Bashar al-Assad. This state pressure on Syria has proven effective, resulting in its government agreeing to the destruction of its chemical stockpiles and, in fact, doing so. In the ten months since the reported use of the weapons, over 90 per cent of Syria’s declared stockpile has been destroyed or transferred to other countries that will assist in the weapons’ destruction. \(^{50}\)
8. How would recognizing and treating rape as a prohibited tactic of war under international humanitarian law lead to greater criminal and civil accountability?

Classifying strategic rape as an unlawful tactic of warfare in international and domestic law would increase opportunities for holding those who commit strategic rape criminally accountable. For instance, if the Rome Statute were amended to include strategic rape as a type of war crime (currently, the Rome Statute criminalizes the use of other weapons and tactics as war crimes), it would provide the ICC Prosecutor with an additional tool to build a strong case against those who use rape to wage war. It is still an open question how the ICC will interpret elements of weapons and tactics crimes, as no weapons trials have yet been held. However, criminalizing rape as an unlawful tactic—in addition to its current criminalization as a war crime, crime against humanity and act of genocide—will open up the accountability framework and thereby justice and reparations for victims of war rape. The elements of the crime of rape (as a war crime or crime against humanity) differ markedly from those for the war crimes of using an unlawful weapon or tactic, which would permit prosecutors to choose the charge that best fits the evidence available.

For instance, the war crime of rape requires detailed proof of penetration, the mode of penetration and the type of force, threat or coercion employed by the defendant. The crime of using starvation as an unlawful tactic, on the other hand, requires proof that the “perpetrator deprived civilians of objects indispensable to their survival” and “intended to starve civilians as a method of warfare.” The latter’s focus is on the intent of the perpetrator, and the elements of the unlawful tactic are not spelled out. Therefore, being able to charge rape as an unlawful tactic would provide the prosecutor a more appropriate crime to charge where she has evidence of widespread rape—by, for instance, medical records and affidavits—but lacks individual witnesses willing or able to testify to the specific elements of rape.

Additionally, charging rape as an unlawful tactic of war has the potential to divorce rape from its historical baggage and subjection to double standards, by bringing it under the more “conventional” paradigm of unlawful weapons or tactics violations.

Labeling strategic rape as an unlawful tactic of warfare will also create new opportunities for civil accountability, including reparations by violator states, by tapping into the framework of the customary laws of state responsibility, which governs state civil accountability for the use of unlawful weapons or tactics. State civil accountability can take the form of cessation of the use of strategic rape as well as reparations. More than the criminal prosecutions of individual perpetrators, civil accountability potentially provides more deterrence value and increases the ability to practically deliver justice and support to victims.
9. What could an IHL injuries and lethality assessment of strategic rape reveal about this unlawful tactic of warfare?

Subjecting weapons and tactics to a legality review under Article 36 of Additional Protocol I—, including by assessing the injuries and deaths they cause, leads to stigmatization and decreased use of a weapon or tactic. For many illegal weapons and tactics, the process of stigmatization has included an evaluation of the weapon’s impact on the human body. In fact, there is evidence that campaigns to change international regimes, such as the movement to ban landmines, are most successful when they focus on “norms prohibiting bodily harm.” Experts have also noted that “[c]asualty recording and the documentation of the impact of armed violence have played a critical role in past and current processes to curb weapons” and have been “central to the prohibitions on landmines and on cluster munitions.” In other words, data collection on the injuries and lethality of war rape on girls and women is critical to stigmatizing and ending the use of rape as a tactic of war. These types of assessments, however, have never been done on war rape despite the fact that it causes a set of injuries not seen outside of conflict.

Data collection and the impact and injuries assessments conducted under Article 36 review, in addition to leading to the prohibition and stigmatization of weapons and tactics, are imperative for understanding the impact of conflict as well as setting priorities for responses, including medical care. To date, however, deaths from war rape, including strategic rape, have rarely been systematically measured. Therefore, wartime fatality statistics have generally presented an incomplete picture of the impact of war. One exception is the statistics that have been extrapolated for deaths from rape during the Rwandan genocide: it has been estimated that over the course of the one hundred day genocide, 277,120 of the estimated 337,120 Tutsi women raped, or 83%, were killed during or as a part of the rapes. This statistic, while not necessarily representative of other conflicts, does reveal the extreme brutality of war rape and the urgency with which this tactic of war must be countered.

As with fatalities from rape, there are no systematic assessments done with regard to the severe injuries resulting from war rape, which often times do not occur outside of war. As a consequence, there is a lack of comprehensive knowledge about the medical care that is required to save the lives and restore the health of women and girls raped in war. In fact, key medical protocols and surgical manuals omit any mention of the particular wounds inflicted by war rape and the medical interventions required. For instance, one leading two-volume manual on ‘war surgery’ contains a short chapter on ‘war wounds in pregnant women,’ which focuses on pregnant women who are injured by conventional weapons. In the entire 998 page manual, the word ‘rape’ only appears twice, including a fleeting acknowledgment that ‘projectile and blast trauma are not the only dangers’ faced by women, another being rape used as ‘a method of warfare.’ The heinous injuries to girls and women inflicted by war rape—and relevant medical treatment protocols—are never discussed in the manual.
Recommendations

States’ role in addressing and ending breaches of IHL, including the use of unlawful weapons and tactics, has evolved and expanded over the years, as evidenced in the Rome Statute, article 89 of Additional Protocol I, the laws of state responsibility, and the enhanced collective power of the Security Council. Increasingly, states have the power to enforce other states’ compliance with IHL. States also have an obligation under common Article 1 of the Geneva Conventions to “respect and ensure respect” for IHL. States should seize the new opportunity for collective action offered by the UK’s Preventing Sexual Violence Initiative to end the use of strategic rape as a violation of IHL’s regulation of the means and methods of warfare.

Recommendations for state action to end the use of strategic rape:

- Affirm that rape used as a tactic of war to achieve military objectives is a prohibited tactic of war under the IHL framework that regulates the means and methods of warfare;
- Commit to reforming domestic laws on means and methods of warfare and/or the implementation of IHL to integrate the prohibition on rape as an unlawful tactic of war;
- Recognize that states bear responsibility under IHL for the use of rape as an illegal weapon of war in their territories, including by their forces. This includes duties to cease such acts and to provide compensation and other forms of redress for its use;
- Declare the use of sexual violence as a tactic of war a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions, which can be prosecuted using universal jurisdiction;
- Commit to seeking the amendment of the Rome Statute to the International Criminal Court to include as a war crime the use of rape as a tactic of war;
- Lay out a process for researching and monitoring the injuries and deaths that result from rape, which is key to (1) jumpstarting the process of stigmatization that is critical to deterring the use of unlawful weapons and tactics under IHL, and (2) gathering information to update national medical protocols to provide better medical treatment for the specific and severe wounds that result from rape used as a tactic of war;
- Commit to “address sexual violence as a method or tactic of conflict in peace agreements,” in line with the Secretary General’s call in his 2013 report on conflict-related sexual violence.

For more recommendations, please see GJC’s Fact Sheet “Stopping the Use of Rape as a Tactic of War: A New Approach.”
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